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Introduction 
Let ~d be a family of connected graphs. We study the problem of covering, by 
disjoint copies of elements of ~d, the largest number of vertices of a given graph H. 
Formally, a ~-packing of H is a subgraph G of H=(V ,  E) each of whose 
components is (isomorphic to) a member of ~d. A ~d-packing G of H with 
V(G)  = V is called a ~-factor of H; the size of a general ~d-packing G is IV(G)[. 
We are interested in finding ~d-packings of maximum size. Our N-completeness  
results refer to the recognition form of the ~-packing problem which is: "Does 
the input graph H admit a ~d-factor?" We denote by K,, respectively C,, the 
complete graph, respectively cycle, with n vertices. Since every graph H admits a 
{K1}-factor, we assume K1 ¢ ~. 
When ~3={Kz}, the ~d-packing problem is just the well known matching 
problem, for which there are polynomial algorithms, [4-7]. In all other cases of a 
one-clement family ~d = {G}, the ~d-packing problem is N&-complete [13-14]. We 
have, in this sense, classified the difficulty of ~d-packing problems for ~d = {G}. In 
the same sense, we have completely classified the difficulty of ~d-packing problems 
when ~d is any family of complete bipartite graphs, [11]. There we have also given 
O([EI 4--/-~) algorithms for the cases which are not ~-complete .  An extension of 
these techniques to certain degree-constrained subgraphs can be found in [12]. 
Some motivation for the study of ~d-packings i given in [9, 10]. 
In [9], [10] and [14] we announced the existence of polynomial algorithms and 
min-max theorems for packings by any family ~d ~_ {/£2, K3, K4 . . . .  } containing K2, 
and the N~-completeness of the ~d-packing problem for any other ~d___ 
{/£2, K3, K4 . . . .  } (i.e., for any ~d ___ {/(3,/(4 . . . .  }). Here we provide the proofs of 
these claims. Note that if F~ ~d admits a (~d-{F})-factor, then a graph has a 
~d-factor if and only if it has a (~3-{F})-factor. This observation allows us to 
restrict our algorithms (and min-max theorems) to the case ~d = {K2, K,}. It turns 
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out that essentially the same algorithms solve the more general problem of 
Y-packings where N consists o f / (2  and a finite family of hypomatchable graphs, 
and we present hem in this context. (A graph F is hypomatchable if for each 
v e V(F), F -v  has a perfect matching.) Thus we obtain, for example, polynomial 
algorithms (and implied min-max theorems) for packings by any N= 
{/(2, C4. . . . . . .  Ci~}. These results suggest he consideration of the Y-packing prob- 
lem for an arbitrary finite family N. The above facts imply that the Y-packing 
problem is in ~ whenever N consists o f / (2  together with hypomatchable graphs 
F1, F2 . . . . .  Fk and any additional graphs having a {/(2, F1 . . . . .  Fk}-factor. On the 
other hand, for many (but no all) other finite families N, we prove that the 
Y-packing problem is ~f~-complete. These proofs of N&-completeness are based 
on our local replacement technique, [13, 14], and imply, as a special case, the 
claim made for the case N_  {/(3,/(4 . . . .  }. 
When this paper was being refereed, it was learned that our positive results 
have been obtained independently in [20]. 
Positive results 
In this section we prove the following main result: 
Theorem 1. Let N = {/(2, F1 . . . . .  Fk} and assume that each Fi is hypomatchable. 
Then there exists a polynomial-time-bounded algorithm to find a maximum size 
Y-packing of arbitrary input graph H. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will first be illustrated on the simplest interesting case: 
N = {K2,/(3}. If G is a {K2, K3}-packing of H, we say that the vertices of H which 
are also in V(G) are covered by G. A G-edge is a component of G which is 
isomorphic to / (2 ,  a G-triangle is a component of G which is isomorphic to/ (3.  
An augmenting configuration of G in H is a subgraph of H of one of the 
following three types: 
(a) Path (~ 0 0---"  "" • ~ 0 (:~ 
V 0 V 1 V 2 Vn. 1 V n Vn~. 1 
(b) Tail (~  0 O~ • • • - ~ / H  Vn*2 
v o v i v 2 vn . i~v~ 3 ~ 2  
V 0 V I V 2 Vn. I V n ~ ' ~  ~ 
V n-k,, 1"'4J v n~ 
Here an encircled vertex signifies a vertex of H not covered by G, double edges 
are edges of G and if they are not shown as part of a double-edge triangle, they 
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are G-edges; we allow degenerate paths, i.e., n is any non-negative integer and k 
is any positive integer. (A kite with k = 1, i.e., one ending with 
re .C ,  
Vn.1 
Vn.1 
V n ~  Vn,,2 
is called a degenerate kite.) 
If a {K2, K3}-packing G of H admits an augmenting configuration, then G is 
not of maximum size. It is sufficient o modify G by keeping all the G-edges and 
G-triangles not depicted and change those shown as follows: 
(a) 0 0 
V 0 V 1 
(b) 0 0 
V 0 V 1 
(c) 0 0 
V 0 V 1 
0== . . .  ==0 0 0 
V 2 Vn. 1 V n Vn. 1 
0:::: • • • ~ II Vn''2 
Vo., -"--4v 
V2 Vn 1 Vn ~ . k * l ~  
Vrmk 
Lemma 1. A {/(2, K3}-packing O of a graph H is of maximum size if and only if it 
admits no augmenting path, tail, or kite (a, b, or c). 
l~oot. It only remains to show that a {/(2, K3}-packing G of H which has no 
augmenting configurations (a), (b), or (c), is of maximum size. Suppose then that 
H is a smallest graph which admits a packing G without augmenting configura- 
tions and another packing G' which covers more vertices than G. There must be a 
vertex v covered by G' but not by G. We distinguish two cases: 
(1) v is covered by a G'-edge vw: Since G has no augmenting path in H, w 
must be covered by G; moreover, since G has no augmenting tail in H, it must be 
covered by a G-edge wu. Let ISI = H-{v ,  w}, (~ = G -{w,  u}, and t~' = G' -{v ,  w}. 
Thus G covers all vertices of G plus u and w, and G' covers V(G') and v, w, so 
I V(G)I = I V(G) I+ 2 and I V(G')I = I V(G)I +2. 
Therefore iV(0')  I > iV(0) [  and, by the minimality of H, 0 admits an augmenting 
configuration in /~. If the augmenting configuration begins at a vertex x~ u, it 
would also be an augmenting configuration of G in H. If it begins at u, then 
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prefixed with v and w it would again be an augmenting configuration of G in H. 
In both cases we have a contradiction with the definition of G. 
G' G 
0 "0  t3 
V W U 
(2) v is covered by a G'-triangle vwz. As before, since G has no augmenting 
path or tail in H, both w and z must be covered by G-edges; moreover, since G 
has no degenerate kite in H, the G-edges covering w and z are different, say ww' 
and zz' (w', z' different from v, w, z and from each other). Let /2 /= H-{v ,  w, z}, 
(~ = G-{w,  w', z, z'}, and 0 '= G' -{v ,  w, z}. Now 
IV (G) l=lv( t ) ) l+4 and IV(G')I=Iv(dJ')I+ 3, 
and as above, 0 '  covers more vertices of IQ than 0 does. By the minimality of H, 
0 admists an augmenting configuration in /~, which either is, or yields, an 
augmenting configuration of G in H. (For instance, an augmenting path between 
w' and z' of 0 in tQ gives rise to a kite of G in H, which starts at v.) This 
contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
W W' 
G 
G 
0 
Z Z' 
To see how the augmenting configurations can be used to obtain a polynomial 
packing algorithm, we first state (and prove) Proposition 1 below. If i f  is a set of 
vertex-disjoint triangles of H, a if-matching of H is a {/<2, K3}-packing G of H 
such that i f  is precisely the set of G-triangles. 
Proposition 1. Let G be a {K2, K3}-packing of H, i f  the set of G-triangles. Then G 
is a {K2, K3}-packing of maximum size if and only if 
(1) No if-matching of H covers more vertices than G. 
(2) No if-{uvw}-matching of H covers more vertices than G for any triangle 
uvw ~ if. 
(3) No i f  U{uvw}-matching of H covers more vertices than G for any triangle 
uvw of H not in if. 
Proof. The 'only if' part of the proposition is self-evident. According to Lemma 
1, if G were not of maximum size, then there would exist an augmenting 
configuration and a {/<2, K3}-packing G',  covering more vertices than G, with 
exactly the same set of triangles (if the configuration was a path), one triangle 
removed (if it was a tail), or one triangle added (if it was a kite). Hence the 
proposition follows. 
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A polynomial algorithm to find a maximum size {K2, K3}-packing of H based 
on Proposition 1 could be defined as follows: 
begin 
G:= maximum matching of H 
~r:=¢ 
while maximum size of a (~'+)-matching of H> size of G do 
G:= (ff'+)-matching of H of maximum size 
update 
return G 
end 
Here a (~'±)-matching of H is any (ffU{uvw})-matching (uvw~ff) or 
(J--{uvw})-matching (uvw ~ if) of H. Inside the while loop, G is set to the best 
{K2, Ka}-packing obtainable from the current one by the removal or addition of a 
single triangle; the set of triangles ~" is updated accordingly. Since the number of 
trihngles of H is polynomial in [V(/-/)I, and since maximum size ff-matchings can 
be found using the standard maximum matching algorithms (once f f  has been 
fixed), our algorithm is polynomial-time-bounded. For more efficient algorithms, 
the augmenting configurations would be sought by using alternating trees and 
blossoms after the fashion of [5--6]; we will not do this in the present paper. 
Lemma 1, Proposition 1, and the above algorithm can be extended to the 
general case outlined in Theorem 1. Let ~d = {K2, F1,/=2 . . . . .  Fk} and let all Fi - v 
have a perfect matching. We begin by describing the augmenting configurations. If 
G is a ~-packing of H, we define an alternating path as a path in H whose edges 
are alternately edges in E(H)-E(G) and G-edges. (Recall that a G-edge is a 
component of G isomorphic to K2.) We allow alternating paths with 0 edges. 
An augmenting configuration of G in H is 
(a) (Path) An alternating path joining two different vertices not covered by G. 
(b) (Tail) An alternating path joining a vertex not covered by G to a vertex 
covered by G but not by a G-edge (i.e., covered by some F~). 
(c) (Kite) An alternating path starting at a vertex u not covered by G ending 
with a G-edge (if it has edges at all) at a vertex v of some F~ (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k) in 
H, together with ½(IV(F,)I-1) vertex-disjoint (from each other and from the 
starting path) alternating paths joining vertices of F~-v  in pairs, each beginning 
and ending with a G-edge. 
Example kite for G =={K2,C5} 
® G 
]ProposiUon 2. Let q3 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. The ~3-paclcing G o[ a 
graph H is of maximum size i[ and only if it has no augmenting configuration (a), 
(b), (c) in H. 
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Proof. It is again easy to see that the presence of an augmenting configuration 
signals that G is not of maximum size. On the other hand, assume that H is a 
smallest graph which admits a ~d-packing G with no augmenting configuration and 
another ~d-packing G'  which covers more vertices than G. Moreover, we assume 
that G'  was chosen so that the number of copies of Ft, F2 . . . . .  Fk in G'  is 
minimized. 
A G, G'-alternating path is a path in H whose edges are alternately G-edges 
and G'-edges. By the choice of G',  there exists no G, G'-alternating path 
beginning at a vertex not covered by G'  and ending (with a G-edge) at a vertex v 
covered in G'  by some F. Indeed, if such a path existed, then its G-edges, 
together with all edges of G '  outside the configuration and a perfect matching of 
F~ -v ,  would yield a ~d-packing G'  covering the same vertices as before, but with 
fewer copies of F1, F2 . . . . .  F k in G'. 
A similar argument shows that there is no G, G'-alternating path joining two 
different copies of F1 . . . . .  Fk in G'. There can, however, be G, G'-alternating 
paths joining two vertices of the same copy of F~ in G' ;  each such path is called a 
bridge of the F~. Note that any two bridges must be vertex-disjoint, because their 
edges are components of G and G'.  
Since G'  covers more vertices than G, some vertex v is covered by G'  but not 
by G. 
(1) If v is covered by a G' -edge vw, then we define/.7/, (~, and (~' as in the part 
(1) of the proof of Lemma 1 and in the same manner obtain a contradiction with 
the minimality of H and the assumption that G has no augmenting configurations. 
(2) If v is covered by some F~ of G'  (i = 1 . . . . .  k), then we argue as follows: let 
U be the set of vertices of H covered by that copy of F~ of G'.  If all vertices of 
U-{v} belong to bridges of U we have an augmenting kite of G in H, starting at 
v, contrary to the hypothesis. Since U-v  admits a perfect matching, it has an 
even number of vertices, and we may assume that at least two of its vertices, say x 
and y do not belong to a bridge of U. We shall form, on the vertices U-x ,  two 
matchings: M', a perfect matching of U -x  in F~, and M, a matching consisting of 
pairs ab such that H has a bridge of U joining a and b. (Observe that the edges of 
M are not necessarily edges of H.) Note that M'  covers at least two more vertices 
than M (namely v and y). Since M' is a perfect matching, the component of the 
symmetric difference of M '  and M which contains v is an augmenting path of M 
(in the usual sense, [1, 2]). It follows from the definitions, that there exists an 
alternating path P of G in H (although not a G, G'-alternating path) which joins 
v to a vertex Yl, not belonging to a bridge of U. In particular, if yl lies on a 
G-edge y~w then w~ U. Let Y2 be a vertex reachable from y~, by a G, G' -  
alternating path Q of maximum length. If Y2~ Yl then Y2~ U. Thus Y2 must be 
covered by G or else G would have an augmenting path formed by concatenating 
P and Q. Moreover, Y2 must be covered by G'  by the observation made after the 
definition of G, G'-alternating path. 
By the definition of Y2, the component covering it in G or in G'  must be some 
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F~. But we know (by the same observation) that it cannot be an F~ of G'. Finally, if 
y is covered by a copy of F~ in G, we have an augmenting tail of G starting at v, 
contrary to the definition of G. This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we only point out the analogy with the 
case of {K2, K3}. Since, as in that case, we can conclude that a ~d-packing is not 
optimal if and only if the removal or addition of at most a single copy of 
F1, F2 . . . . .  or Fk allows the remaining vertices to be better matched, there is 
again an algorithm finding maximum size ~3-packings in polynomial time. (It is 
here that we use the fact that we assumed ~ to be finite.) 
Corollary 1. I f  ~d ~ {K1, K2, K3 . . . .  } (~d not necessarily finite) and K1 E ~d or K2 ~ ~d, 
then there is a polynomial-time-bounded algorithm for maximum size ~d-packing. 
ProoL The case Kx ~ ~ is trivial, as observed earlier. If ~d ={/£2}, then any 
maximum matching algorithm, [4--7], can be used. If K2 ~ ~ and all other K,  ~ ~d 
have n even, then any ~d-packing G has a perfect matching and hence the size of 
a maximum ~d-packing is just the size of a maximum {Kz}-packing. If K2~ ~d and 
K, is the smallest odd clique in ~d, then any ~d-packing G has a {K2, K,}-factor, 
and again it is enough to find a maximum size {K2, Kt}-packing--by Theorem 1 a 
polynomial task. Note that these observations justify treating cliques as 'essen- 
tially' a finite family. 
Min-nmx results 
In [9], [10] and [14] we claimed, for those ~d-packing problems which admit 
polynomial algorithms, the existence of duality theorems analogous to the 
theorems of Tutte, Berge, and Edmonds. We shall give examples of these 
min-max relations here; for simplicity of exposition we restrict ourselves to the 
case of ~d = {K2, K3}. A bud in a graph H is a set of vertices, B _ V(/-/), such that 
the subgraph of H induced by B (usually also denoted by B) has no {K2, K3}- 
factor, but some B-v  (v~B)  has a perfect matching (i.e., a {Kz}-factor). 
Equivalently, a bud B is an induced subgraph of H such that no B-  vwz has a 
perfect matching but some B-v  has a perfect matching. (Here v is a vertex of B 
and vwz a triangle of B; removing the triangle means removing its three vertices. 
The equivalence follows from Proposition 1.) 
Let H be a graph with vertex-set V and edge-set E. Let T be the set of all 
triangles of H and ~ the set of all buds in H. For B e ~ we denote by P(B) the 
set of all t ~ T such that It O B I = 2. 
Consider the problem 
max ~. 2x~ + ~ 3y, 
eE Iw t~T 
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subject to 
~.x ,+~y,~<l  (for each v a V), 
(n)  . . . . .  ' 
E 2x, + E 3y,+ E 2y,<-lBI-  1 
ec :B  t~--B t~P(B) 
all xe>10 and y,~>0 
and its dual 
min ~. ~o + ~ (IBI-1)~B 
uEV BEgR 
subject to 
~ + ~w + ~, 2rIB >/2 (for each vw ~ E),  
ow~B 
(A') ~o+~w+~+ ~ 3rIB+ ~ 271B~>3 
uwz cB  vwz  EP(B) 
all ~ I>0 and 71BI>0. 
(for each B ~ ~),  
(Ia) 
(Ib) 
(for each vwz ~ T), 
(IIa) 
(IIb) 
Note that (II) with the additional restriction that x,, y, be integers (and hence 0 or 
1) is precisely the {K2, K3}-packing problem--the interpretation of x, = 1¢ or 
Y, = 1, is that e, or t, is in the packing. This would remain so even if the constraints 
(Ib) were omitted. (The role of the constraints (Ib) is to ensure the existence of 
integral optima.) Also note that the constraints (IIb) are redundant: If vwz ~ T 
then vw~E,  vz ~E,  and wz ~E,  and summing up the three corresponding 
constraints from (IIa) we obtain 
2¢.+2~w+2~z+ ~ 6~ln+ ~ 2~1BI>6, 
vwz  c B vwz  eP(B)  
5". 3 B+ 5". 
vwz  c_B t Jwz ~P(B) 
which implies (IIb) since rib >~0. Consequently, we let (A) be the program (A') 
with the constraints (IIb) omitted. This points out that (II) always has an optimum 
solution with all y, = 0, but we will maintain y, in the formulation of (I-I) because it 
will be needed to ensure integrality. 
Theorem 2. Both (II) and (A) have an integral optimum. 
Proof. Let G be a maximum size {K2, K3}-packing of H and let ~- be the set of 
G-triangles and g the set of G-edges. Both an integer optimum of (II) and an 
integer optimum of (A') will be found using G. In particular, we let x, = 1 for e ~ 
and xe =0 otherwise; we let y, = 1 for t~-  and y, =0 otherwise. As noted above, 
xe, Yt is a feasible solution of (II) and the value of the objective function is 
precisely the size of G. 
Let/-/* and G* be obtained from H and G respectively by the deletion of all 
vertices which belong to G-triangles; by Proposition 1(1), G* is a maximum 
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matching of H*. We can now apply the Edmonds Blossom Matching Algorithm 
[5] to H*, starting with the matching G*. The algorithm will identify, and 
contract, blossoms in H* (with respect o G*), resulting in the graph/~ (i.e., H* 
with all blossoms contracted) with the corresponding matching 0.  Moreover, the 
algorithm will produce a subgraph A of H (sometimes called the alternating 
forest) with the following properties (cf. [5, 15, 16]): 
(1) Each component of A is a tree containing exactly one vertex, called the 
root, not covered by (3. 
(2) Each vertex of A of an odd distance from a root, called an inner  vertex, is 
incident with exactly two edges of A, one of them being from (~. Moreover, each 
inner vertex of A is a vertex of H, i.e., was not obtained by contraction of a 
blossom of H. 
(3) Each vertex of A of an even distance (including 0) from a root, called an 
otiter vertex, has as neighbors in /~ only inner vertices. (In other words, an outer 
vertex cannot be adjacent in/_7/to another outer vertex or a vertex not in A. An 
outer vertex may correspond in H* to a single vertex or an outermost blossom.) 
(4) The path from each vertex v of A to the root r of its component is an 
alternating path in /_7i with respect to 0 (cf. (2)) and corresponds to some 
alternating path of equal parity in H* with respect o G* joining v to r (or any 
vertex of the set contracted to v to any vertex of the set contracted to r). 
Moreover, taking into account H-H* ,  we also have 
(5) No vertex v of H corresponding to or contracted onto an outer vertex of A 
is adjacent in H to a vertex w of H -H* .  
(6) Each outermost blossom of H* is a bud in H. 
A I J outer vertices 
roots 
I ) inner vertices 
- vertices not in A 
To prove (5), note that (4) implies that such a vertex v admits an even 
alternating path from a vertex not covered by G. Since the vertex w belongs to a 
G-triangle by the definition of/-/*,  the edge vw would yield an augmenting tail, 
contrary to the maximality of G. 
We now prove (6): Let B be an outermost blossom of/-/'*. Recall that each 
blossom has a matching covering all of its vertices except he base [15]. Therefore 
it remains to prove that no B :-- vwz  has a perfect matching, vwz ~ T. Let  b be the 
base of B and assume that some B-  vwz  has a perfect matching M. Since B is 
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contracted to an outer vertex A, there is (by (4)) an alternating path P in I4", of 
even length, joining b to some vertex not covered by G*. The {K2, K3}-packing 
(G-B)~)PU{vwz}U M 
(obtained from G by augmenting along P until the predecessor of b and covering 
B by M and the triangle vwz), covers more vertices than G, contrary again to the 
maximality of G. Thus each outermost blossom is a bud. 
We finally define a feasible solution of (A) as follows: 
~ = 2 for all vertices corresponding to inner vertices of A, 
~ = 1 for all vertices not corresponding to, or contracted onto, vertices of A, 
~ = 0 for all other vertices of H, 
~B = 1 for all outermost blossoms B of H*  (cf. (6)), 
rib = 0 for all other buds in H. 
It follows from (3) and (5) that each edge vw of H lies in an outermost blossom, 
or neither of its vertices corresponds to or is contracted onto a vertex of A, or has 
one vertex corresponding to an inner vertex of A. Thus the constraints (IIa) are 
satisfied, and we have defined a feasible solution of (A). It is easy to see that the 
value of the objective function of (A) of this solution is precisely the number of 
vertices of H covered by G, i.e., the size of G. By the duality theorem of linear 
programming, both solutions are optimal and Theorem 2 follows. 
We conclude that there is a combinatorial duality equating the integer versions 
of (17) and (A). We offer two reformulations of Theorem 2 that avoid the notation 
of linear programming. A bud-partition of H is a partition of V(H) into 
S, To, T1 . . . . .  Tk such that T1, T2 . . . . .  Tk are buds (here and below a one- 
element set of considered to be a bud) and such that each edge of H is contained 
in some T~ (i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k) or has a vertex in S. The cost of a bud-partition is the 
sum of the costs of S, To, Tx . . . . .  "Irk; the cost of S is 21SI, the cost of To is IT0l, 
and the cost of Ti, i~  > 1, is IT i [ -  1. 
Corolllmry 2. The maximum size of a {/(2, Ka}-packing of H is equal to the 
minimum cost of bud-partition of H. 
Let n = I V(/-/) I and, for S ~ V(/-/), denote by b(S) the number of components of 
H -S  which are buds. 
Corollary 3. The maximum size of a {K2, K3}-packing of H is equal to the 
minimum, over all S ~ V(H), of n + [SI- b(S). 
Since any bud-partition gives rise to a feasible solution of (A), with cost equal to 
the value of the objective function (let ~o = 2 for v ~ S, ~ = 1 for v ~ To, ~ = 0 
otherwise; let 7IB = 1 for B = T1, T2 . . . . .  Tk, rib = 0 otherwise), the maximum size 
of a {/(2, K3}-packing of H cannot exceed the minimum cost of a bud-partition 
of H by the duality theorem of linear programming. Moreover, as the proof of 
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Theorem 2 shows, if we take a maximum {Ks, K3}-packing of H we can identify 
sets S (=the vertices of H corresponding to the inner vertices of A), T0 (=the 
vertices of H not corresponding to or contracted onto vertices of A), and 
T1, T2 . . . . .  T, (the blossoms contracted onto, or vertices corresponding to, the 
outer vertices of A), which constitute a bud-partition of H of cost equal to the 
size of the packing. This proves Corollary 2. Corollary 3 follows from Corollary 2 
and the equations 
k 
cost(s, To, T1 . . . . .  Tk)--2 ISI+IT01+ Y. IT, I- b(S), 
i=1  
k 
n--ISl+lT01+ ~ IT, I. 
i=1 
• Corollary 4, below, is obtained from Corollary 3 by setting the size equal to n: 
Corollary 4. The graph H admits a {K2, Ka}-factor if and only if for every 
s c_ V(H), 
b(S)<ISl. 
Remark. The constraints of (H) look very similar to the defining constraints of the 
matching polytope. However, the constraints of (H) do not necessarily define a 
0,1-polytope: Maximizing ~t~T3y, over (H) for the graph below yields an 
optimum value of the objective function of 9/2: 
Optimal Yt depicted for each triangle t. 
Negative results 
A connected graph F is cut-point-free if IV(F)I~>2, and if there do not exist 
three vertices u, v, w in F such that each path in F from u to w passes through v. 
It is easy to see that F is cut-point-free if and only if F is /(2, or F is 
two-connected, [2]. 
Theorem 3. Let ~ be a finite family of cut-point-free graphs. Assume that some 
F ~ ~d and some v ~ F satisfy the following properties: 
(i) The graph D[F; v] obtained from F by duplicating v (cf. below for formal 
definition), does not admit a ~d-factor. 
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(ii) Each (~-{F))-packing o[ F leaves at least three vertices of F uncovered. 
Then the ~d-packing problem is N~-complete. 
l~oof.  Formally, D[F; v] is defined as the graph obtained from F by replacing v 
with a pair of vertices v,, vb adjacent precisely to the neighbors of v. 
In this proof we shall take advantage of a local replacement technique de- 
veloped in [13, 14]. There we defined a module as a graph with a set of 
distinguished vertices called the connectors. (The other vertices are interior ver- 
tices of the module.) In particular D[F; v] will be viewed as a module with 
connectors v,, vb. A modular extension of a module M is a graph H, containing M 
as an induced subgraph, in which no interior vertex of M is adjacent o a vertex of 
H-M.  Let G be a ~d-packing of some modular extension of M;  a vertex v of M 
is bound to M by G if the component of G containing v is entirely contained in 
M. A module M is internally ~d-coherent if every ~d-factor of every modular 
extension of M binds to M all of its interior vertices. We shall construct an 
internally ~-coherent module out of D[F;v] as follows: Let m= 
max{IV(F')l:F'~ }. The graph Cm[F; v] is obtained from m copies of D[F; v], 
labeled D1, D2 . . . . .  Din, by identifying the vertex vb of D~ with the vertex va o f  
D~+I, for each i=  1,2 . . . . .  m-1 .  We will view C~[F; v] as a module with 
connectors v~ (of Da) and vb (of D,,). 
Lemma 2. (a) Every ~d-factor of every modular extension of C~[F; v] binds to 
Cm[F; v] all of its interior vertices plus exactly one of its connectors. 
(b) The graph Cm IF; v] minus either one of its connectors admits a ~d-factor. 
Proof. We first show the internal ~d-coherence of C~[F; v], which is the major 
part of the claim (a). Assume that H is a modular extension of C_~[F; v] and that 
some ~d-factor G of H has a component C containing an interior vertex u of 
Cm[F; v] and a vertex w of H-  Cm[F; v]. There cannot exist in C both a path 
from u to w through va and a path from u to w through vb because the distance 
in C,,[F; v] from va to vb is greater than the number of vertices of C, by the 
definition of m. Hence, as u and w cannot be adjacent, either u, va, w or u, vb, w 
contradict he fact that C is cut-point-free. Thus all interior vertices of C_~[F; v] 
are bound to it by G. Next we prove that in any modular extension H of 
C,,[F; v], any ~d-factor G binds to each D~ its interior vertices. (This is weaker 
than asserting that D~ is internally ~d-coherent.) Indeed if a component C of G 
contained an interior vertex u of D~ and a vertex w of H -D~,  by the internal 
~d-coherence of Cm[F; v], C would have to be a subgraph of C~[F; v] and so u 
together with w and either the vertex v,, or vb of D~ would show that C is not cut- 
point-free. We can now complete the proof of (a) by showing that neither 
C,,[F; v] nor C~[F; v]-{vo, vb} admit a ~d-factor. Indeed, C,,[F; v] has m+l  
vertices not interior to any D~, i=  1 . . . . .  m. Hence if C~[F; v] has a ~-factor, 
then some two such vertices are bound to the same D~; evidently they are the 
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vertices va and Vb of Di. This contradicts the assumption (i) of Theorem 3. 
Similarly, Cm[F;v]-{vo, vb} has m-1  vertices not interior to any Di, i=  
1 . . . . .  m. Hence if C~[F; v]-{v~, Vb} has a ~d-factor then some Di has no vertex 
other than its interior vertices bound to it by ~d. This implies that F-v  = 
D[F; v]-{v~, vb} has a ~d-factor, contrary to assumption (ii) of Theorem 3. To 
prove part (b) note that the corresponding statement about D[F; v] is obvious. 
Next we choose a (q3-{F})-packing of F of maximum size and label the 
uncovered vertices al, a2 . . . . .  ak (k~>3). We define Sm[F;v] to be the graph 
obtained from F by identifying with each a~ the connector Va of a distinct copy of 
the module Cm[F; v]. Then Sm[F; v] will be viewed as a module with connectors 
bl, b2 . . . . .  bk, these being the vertices vb of the k copies of Cm[F; v]. 
• A module M is ~d-coherent if it is internally ~d-coherent and if every ~d-factor of 
every modular extension of M binds to M either all or none of its connectors, and 
if, in addition, both M and M-{connectors} admit ~d-factors. 
Lemma 3. Sm[F; v] is ~-coherent. 
Proof. It is easy to deduce from Lemma 2 that SIn[F; v] is internally ~d-coherent. 
Indeed, the internal ~d-coherence of Cm[F; v] implies that each vertex of each 
copy of Cm[F; v] is bound to it by any ~d-factor of any modular extension H of 
Sm[F; v]. Since no connected subgraph of H can contain an interior vertex of 
S,,[F; v] without containing an interior vertex of some Cm[F; v], the module 
Sm[F; v] is internally ~d-coherent. It is also easy to see a ~d-factor of Sm[F; v]: 
take F and in each copy of Cm[F; v] use the ~d-factor of C~[F; v]-va guaranteed 
by Lemma 2(b). A ~d-factor of Sm[F; v]-{bl . . . . .  bk} can be obtained by combin- 
ing the ~d-factors of all C~[F;v]-vb (guaranteed by Lemma 2(b)) with the 
(~d-{F})-packing of F which does not use al . . . . .  ak. Hence, it remains to 
discount the possibility that in a ~d-factor G of a modular extension H of 
Sm[F; v], some bi is bound to SIn[F; v] and some other bj is not. If this were so, 
then in G the vertex a~ would be bound to F and the vertex a~. would not (cf. 
Lemma 2(b)). Note that the internal coherence of C~[F; v] guarantees that all 
vertices of F-{al ,  a2 . . . . .  ak} are bound to F by G. Hence F would have a 
(~d-{F})-packing of F covering all vertices other than {al, a2 . . . . .  ak} and also 
covering a~. This contradicts the choice of ax, a2 . . . . .  ak. 
In the proof of Lemma 4.1 [14], the following fact is implicit 
Lemma 4. I[ there exists a ~d-coherent module with k >~3 connectors then the 
~d-packing problem is N~-complete. 
This is proved in [14] by reducing the /c-dimensional matching problem, in 
polynomial time, to the ~d-packing problem. The essence of this local replacement 
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construction is to use a copy of the module for each eligible k-tuple of the 
matching problem; a good illustration of this is given in figure 3.8 of [8]. 
Theorem 3 now follows from Lemmas 3 and 4. 
To illustrate the gap between Theorems 1 and 3 we state the following 
particular case: 
Corollary 5. Let F be a 2-connected graph with n vertices and let m be the 
maximum number of vertices covered by a matching of F. Let ~d = {/(2, F}. 
I f  m = n or if m = n -  1 and F is hypomatchable, then there is a polynomial 
algorithm for the ~-packing problem. 
If m <~ n - 3, then the ~d-packing problem is 2¢'~-complete. 
Proof. If m = n then H has a ~d-packing if and only if it has a perfect matching. If 
F is hypomatchable, Theorem 1 applies. If m~n-3 ,  we can apply Theorem 3; 
condition (i) (for any v ~ F) follows from the fact that m < n -  1. 
Corollary 6. If ~ =_ {K1, K2, K3 . . . .  } (c~ not necessarily finite) and K1 ¢cg, K2 • ~, 
then the Cg-packing problem is .AC&-complete. 
(Compare with Corollary 1.) 
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 1, we may replace ~ by a finite family. If Ks 
is the smallest graph in ~d, then let ~' consist of the smallest Kt ~ ~d in each 
congruence class modulo s. A graph H admits a ~-factor if and only if it admits a 
~d'-factor. Taking F = Ks and noting that s >t 3, we apply Theorem 3 to deduce 
Corollary 6. 
Corollary 7. I f  ~ is a finite family of cycles, then the ~-packing problem is 
Jr'-complete. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 with F equal to the largest cycle. 
Some infinite families of cycles also yield JC'~-complete packing problems. For 
instance, Cornuejols and Pulleyblank [3] report a proof of Papadmitriou showing 
the N~-completeness of the ~d-packing problem with ~d = {(?6, C7, C8 . . . .  }. They 
also observed that the same proof implies the .AC~-completeness of the cases 
~d = {C3, Ca, C6, C7, C8 . . . .  }, and ~d = {C4, C6, C7, Ca . . . .  }. [19] proved the 2¢~- 
completeness in the case ~d ={Ca, C5, C7 . . . .  }. By combining the method of 
Papadimitriou with our local replacement technique and Corollary 7 above, we 
are able to prove the ~/'~-completeness of all ~d-packing problems, for ~d ~_ 
{C3, C4 . . . .  }, with the following four exceptions: 
(a) ~={Ca,  C, . . . .  } 
(b) ~ = {(?4, C5 . . . .  }, ~ = {(::5, C6 . . . .  }, and ~ = {C3, C5, C6, (?7 . . . .  }. 
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While case (a) is evidently the 2-factor problem which admits polynomial 
algorithms, [7], the cases in (b) appear to be open. 
We also remark that there are polynomial algorithms for the q3-packing 
problems for 
={K~,C~,C~ . . . .  } 
={K~,C, ,C~ . . . .  } 
= {K~, ~-,, C~ . . . . .  C J  
([15], cf. [10]), 
([3]), 
(Theorem 1). 
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